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Japan’s political stability in general, and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s strong grip on power in particular, have been the
centerpiece of the “bullish Japan thesis” for many investors. “Team Abe” has had a fundamental pro-growth and probusiness bias and, in the ﬁnal analysis, has had a good track record of getting things done. Unfortunately, in recent days,
the “Moritomo affair” has evolved in a way that could force an end to Abe’s undisputed premiership. While we do think
Abe is more likely to survive than not, the threat is serious enough to force us to think about possible post-Abe Japan
scenarios.
First, the good news. It is a fact that there are no major economic policy issues on the agenda. Fiscal policy is on track for
a modest boost to domestic demand—a supplementary budget got ratiﬁed in parliament earlier this year, and the
FY2018 main budget was approved in the lower house on February 28 (which means it will automatically become law at
the start of the new ﬁscal year on April 1, even if upper house deliberations get delayed). There is no risk of government
shutdown. And monetary policy is also on a stable track, with Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda and two new
deputies already past their parliamentary approvals.
For Team Abe, the big economic agenda item for 2018 was labor market reform, but that was killed off by internal
Liberal Democratic Party opposition. Apart from this, the agenda is empty. Sad but true—from an economic policy
perspective, the fact that “Abenomics” has no concrete agenda at the moment actually minimizes the possible damage
to the economy should the government fall or be disrupted. In short, Japan’s economy is on autopilot.
The bad news is that, yes, Team Abe will be a nearly impossible act to follow (from an investor’s perspective). Should
Abe be forced to resign—and, at this stage, I don’t think he will have to—the LDP is bound to elect a de facto caretaker
government, elected from among the LDP members but not legitimized by the public (there is no need to call a general
election).
Unlike Abe, who, together with a select group of his closest friends, was groomed for years by a powerful combination of
big-business leaders, media tycoons and elite technocrats, the immediate next generation of LDP leaders has neither
strong backers nor trustworthy power networks for support.
Remember, Team Abe was created as a counterattack to win power back from the Democrats at home and to win back
the trust of America as a worthy strategic partner. China had just began its territorial claims on the Senkaku Islands. It
was no accident that, once elected, Abe launched an aggressive marketing and branding campaign, called Abenomics,
that captured the imagination of the world and immediately implemented a strategy of personnel changes in the key
ministries.
Against this proactive build-up and broad-based backup, Abe’s successors look weak, lacking not just an agenda but also
credible networks into Japan’s private sector power elites. Unlike Abe, their main advisers are technocrats, not private
sector leaders and entrepreneurs.
Speciﬁcally, the most likely challengers/successors from within the LDP are Fumio Kishida, 60 years old, and Shigeru
Ishiba, 61. While Ishiba is a former minister of defense and strong advocate for constitutional reform, Kishida is a former
minister of foreign affairs and currently serves as the head of the LDP’s policy research council. Neither is known for
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having strong opinions or ideas for economic policy, and, more importantly, they are known to rely primarily on elite
technocrats for economic policy advice.
Meanwhile, speculation of a possible new-generation samurai like ex-PM Junichiro Koizumi’s son Shinjiro Koizumi, 36,
emerging is, in my view, premature. Abe’s long-term rule has left many old-generation LDP members deeply entrenched.
So in my view, a forced breakup of Team Abe would most likely leave Japan without a pro-growth and pro-business
agenda. The base case would be a technocratic caretaker agenda focused on winning support from Japan’s vested
interest groups rather than a new agenda capable of capturing the imagination and dreams of global and local investors.
Why Will Abenomics Survive?
The simple answer is because of the LDP’s Machiavellian instincts. The ruling party knows it is not ready for a post-Abe
world, it knows that the current two-thirds supermajority in parliament will be lost if Abe leaves now and, in my view, the
main contenders are savvy enough to not want to start from a weak position. Of course, all bets are off if Abe were to be
found guilty of having ordered the cover-up that officials of the Ministry of Finance admitted to in recent days.
However, if the technocrats acted on their own, perhaps intending to try to please superiors by removing possibly
embarrassing “facts”—a practice called “sontaku” (pleasing your superior by “following an order that has not been
given”) in Japanese culture—the damage would be a conﬁrmation that Japanese politics and administration is in urgent
need of its own governance reform. Sontaku may be tradition, but it goes counter to the most basic principles of good
governance, accountability and transparency. Perhaps ironically, Abe’s deep-rooted belief in the supremacy of Japanese
traditional values may save him this time, but ultimately the sontaku problem will have to be resolved to rebuild trust in
his government.
Investment implications: Although more than a tempest in a teapot, the Moritomo affair only undermines the structural
bull case for Japan if Team Abe were to be forced into a premature exit. This, in my view, is unlikely at this juncture.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

Investments focused in Japan increase the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which can
adversely affect performance.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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DEFINITIONS
Bullish : a position that benefits when asset prices rise.
Monetary policy : Actions of a central bank or other regulatory committee that determine the size and rate of growth of
the money supply, which in turn affects interest rates.
Abenomics : Series of policies enacted after the election of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on December 16, 2012
aimed at stimulating Japan’s economic growth.
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